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INTRODUCTION

Ever wonder why some businesses are very successful, and others crash and burn for seemingly no reason? Some
companies seem to do well for a time, then something happens, and they go out of business. A business name is
very important. In Chaldean Numerology, the makeup of the letters in the name, and the launch day, can determine
if your business will provide the success for which you are looking. These will determine the karma the business
creates from the day it opens its doors. This includes wild success or moderate success, as well as possible
catastrophes in the future. In other words, by picking random business names, you are determining the fate of your
business. A wrong name, combined with a particular launch date, could create new unlucky karma for its future. You
work hard. You don’t deserve to have your dreams suffer because of uninformed decisions that are left to
chance...so why risk it? One can determine the luck of any name, using the ancient method of Chaldean Numerology.
It is not difficult to do, and picking a business name is a lot easier than altering your personal name, because a
business name and its birthday (launch) can be chosen.

Is This For Me?

In this Cheat Sheet, I break everything down into easy steps, using ancient Chaldean Numerology. When choosing a
name and launch day, you either open the door for success, removing obstacles and setbacks, or create a business
that may suffer or close. Maybe you have already experienced business failures, or have wondered why plans never
seem to work out for you. Maybe you want to guarantee and increase the success you have already had. Maybe this
is your first business, and you want to avoid anything that could hinder its success. Whether you are starting your
first business, have had several that have succeeded or failed, or are just thinking about the idea of having your own
business, this guide is going to be crucial for you. It guarantees that you are positioned for success from the very
beginning. Why take chances on something that is such a huge investment of your time, energy, finances and heart?
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Get it right the first time, and set yourself up for an easier path to making your business dreams come true. After all,
success can’t walk in, if the door is closed! So let’s get to it!
Note: Keep in mind, this Cheat Sheet is only effective for creating business names, but includes business name changes,
titles of creative works (such as a book or a painting), names of other products for sale and personal names (if your own
name is the name of your business). Your personal numbers and destiny will require other factors to consider.
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STEP ONE: THE BUSINESS NAME NUMBER

Before beginning, you will need to have picked out several possible business names, that you like, and could
possibly use. This way, if one doesn’t work, there are other options. (Remember to check to see if these names are
already being used by someone else.)

The first thing to do, is to add the numbers of the name. This will show you how lucky each word in the name is, as
well as the luck of the total name (step two). To do this, apply each letter of the Chaldean Alphabet to the letters in
your business name. Each word is calculated separately, as shown in the example below.

Chaldean Alphabet
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Example:
S u n n y D a y s T a n n i n g
3 6 5 5 1 4 1 1 3 4 1 5 5 1 5 3

Sunny = 20 Days = 9 Tanning = 24

Each of your individual name numbers will mean something (in this case “20”, “9” and “24”), and will have a bearing
on the future of your business, based on whether their meanings are fortunate or not, and whether they harmonize
with your other numbers (more on this in a minute).
Next, add together any compound (2 digit) numbers to find the single number.
20 (2 + 0 = 2).
24 (2 + 4 = 6).

Read the meanings of these single and compound numbers (found at the end of this Cheat Sheet).
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STEP TWO: TOTAL NAME NUMBER

Next, you need to find the Total Name Number. To do this, add each individual name together,using the single
numbers. In the previous example of “Sunny Days Tanning”, this would be:

2 + 9 + 6 = 17
“17” would be the Total Name Number, or 17/8

Read the meaning of this number now, both single and compound. Sunny Days Tanning has a Total Name Number of
“17” and “8”.
(This business is under the influence of 20, 2, 9, 24, 6 17 and 8.) This isn’t all of the story, though. Don’t worry if your
business name numbers seem to be unlucky, as they may still harmonize with your personal birth day number and
the day of the launch or “birth” of your business, and can therefore be more fortunate.
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STEP THREE: THE DAY NUMBER

Finding the Day Number: You will need to know the exact day of the projected launch of your business. In some
cases, the day of launch is not known, or you are already in business. Instead of the launch day, you would use the
owner’s birthday. If there is more than one owner, look at the day that you decided to go into business, signed
contracts together or other significant “birth” days, and use these instead. It is best, however, to use the launch day,
sole owner’s birthday or both.

Launch of business:
April 14
Day Number = 14; Single number 5.

Your day of birth:
November 6
Day Number = 6.

Read the meanings of the Day Number(s).

Note for multiple business owners: An alternative can be to use 5s in the business name and launch days, as 5 is
harmonious with all numbers.

Day number ones include being born on the 1st, 10th, 19th and 28th.
For twos - 2nd, 11th, 20th and 29th
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For threes - 3rd, 12th, 21st and 30th

For fours - 4th, 13th, 22nd, and 31st

For fives - 5th, 14th and 23rd

For sixes - 6th, 15th and 24th

For sevens - 7th, 16th and 25th

For eights - 8th, 17th and 26th

For nines - 9th, 18th and 27th
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STEP FOUR: HARMONIES

Next, determine if the Day Number and Total Name Number (from Step 2) are in harmony.

Harmonious Numbers:
(These are also referred to as numbers in the same SERIES)
1, 2, 4, 7
3, 6, 9
5 with 5
4, 8
(exceptions, are if you notice the 4 or 8 brings bad luck into your life - such as dates with those
numbers, or addresses or any time these numbers have been unlucky. If this is the case, avoid 4s
and 8s. Also if you are a 1 Day Number, and notice 4s bringing you bad luck, as in the previous
example, then avoid 4s. Remember it is only possible to avoid any number, if you are not born on
that day. If you are born on a number you consider unlucky, you can use the day of the launch of
your business instead, by deliberately picking a lucky day. You can change an unlucky Total Name
Number by changing the name of the business.)

Example:
Sunny Days Tanning = 17/8
Harmonious launch date would be: the 8th, 17th or 26th of any month, or any of the harmonious “4”
days. It is also wise to pick a 4 or 8 month (i.e. April or August). If 8s bring bad luck (see exceptions
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to harmonies above), then it would be wise to change the name of this business.

Whether you are using your day of birth or a launch day, keep in mind these numbers that do not
mix well and cause problems:
1 sometimes with 4
2 with 8
4 with 9, and sometimes 8
7 with 8
8 sometimes with 4 or 8, and with 9
9 with 8 or 4
15 combined with any 4s or 8s

Numbers that strengthen difficult numbers:
4s are strengthened by 1s, 2s, 7s.
8s are strengthened by 1s, 3s, 5s, 6s.
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STEP FIVE: THE HIDDEN NUMBER

Now you will need to find the Hidden Number, to determine its influence on the fate of your
business.

To find the Hidden Number: Add the Day Number (your own personal or the launch day) to the business Total
Name Number (found in Step Two). Note: Ideally, you would use the single root numbers added together. The number
result has to be a compound number, so use the compound of one or both (if there are two compounds) if the single
numbers do not produce a compound result.

Next, read the meaning of the compound Hidden Number to see if it is lucky or unlucky. Unfortunate Hidden
Numbers should be avoided.

Examples:
Sunny Days Tanning = 17/8
Launch: April 4
8 + 4 = 12 - (12 is not a good number. It would be wise to change the name of this business, or pick another launch
day.)

Betty’s Dry Cleaning = 16 (7)
Launch: July 25 (7)
7 + 7 = 14 (This is a lucky number).
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Anderson Investments = 14 (5)
Launch: November 2
5 + 2 = 7 (not a compound number, so you would add 14 + 2. This would be a 16, which is not a fortunate number).

Anderson Investments = 14 (5)
Launch: November 10 (1)
5 + 1 = 6 (not a compound number, so you would add 14 + 10 = 24. This is a fortunate number).
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STEP SIX: COMBINATIONS

Now, write down all of your numbers together, to make sure they follow the harmonies of numbers in step four, and
are lucky numbers.

Example:
Prospective business name: Tuggle Publishing
Tuggle (24/6) Publishing (37/1) = 7
Proposed Launch: May 2
Owner’s day of birth: Nov. 2
Hidden Number: 9

6, 1, 7, 2, 2, 9
None of these numbers cause problems for each other. They are all lucky numbers. The Month of
May and November are a 5 and 11/2 respectively, so they also harmonize. This would be an
excellent choice for a business name, launch day and month.

If the numbers are unfortunate combinations, repeat the steps, with various other possible business
name options, and/or launch days.
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STEP SEVEN: COLORS FOR ADVERTISING

The colors connected to numbers originate with astrology. Here are helpful colors to use in marketing,
advertising logos etc. for each number, that enhance the qualities of the number(s):

1 - Gold, yellow, orange, brown.

2 - White, green, cream (no #8 colors).

3 - Purples, maroon, rose, blues.

4 - Dark colors, pastels, fluorescents, bright blue, grays.

5 - Light gray, white, any light color, glittery.

6 - Blues, roses, pinks, no black or dark purple.

7 - White, yellow, greens, pastels, avoid dark colors.

8 - Black, navy blue, dark gray, dark purple.

9 - Reds, roses, pinks
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STEP EIGHT: HIDDEN KEYS IN A NAME

This step is optional, and not part of Chaldean Numerology. As an added insight into the future of your business,
you may want to lexigram words found in the name. These can be hints of success or possible problems.

When making a word, you can only use the exact letters in the name, so if the name has one T, and the word you
came up with has two T’s, then it is not a valid lexigram word (the name “Mary” does not contain the word “marry”,
because there is only one “R” in Mary). Also the word “no” or “not” in the name can cancel out words.

Examples:
Personal Name: Saddaam Hussein
“I am a damned madman.” (The word “no” or “not” is not found in his name, so this sentence
couldn’t be canceled out. Also notice that it could have said, “I am a damn madman”, but there are
two D’s in the name that make “damned”. This means some kind of fate - being damned.)

Business Name: Lowes
“I owe low.”
“We owe low.”
(This would represent, to me a lack of debt.)

The lexigrammed words do not have to make full sentences to have an effect.
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SINGLE NUMBER MEANINGS:

1 One is a number of action and adventure, rather than contemplation. It is unique and original. There is no limit to the
number one qualities. It represents the top of a chosen field.

2 Number 2 reflects a business that may be changeable, flexible or have its ups and downs. This would be ideal for a travel
business, a home business, and any business that appeals to the sensitivities or emotions of the public. Rational decisions
must be made. This is also good for businesses that are partnerships. .

3 This business reflects organization and discipline. It would be excellent for any educational or literary field, spiritual or
religious businesses or really any business. It is a number of fortunate dealings with the public.

4 This could be a very unorthodox business, offering products or services ahead of its time. Honesty and ethics are
important, or consequences could arise. This number should only be used, if it has been found to bring lucky karma to the
owners of the business.

5 Five is a good business number for those involved in communication, academics, law, advertising, the arts and finance.
Five is a magical number of success, and is a great number for any business.

6 Number six is a great number for businesses that have to do with the arts, decorating/design, children, relationships,
counseling and psychology.

7 The number seven is particularly good for businesses in the scientific, occult, environmental, religious, travel, trade, global,
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not-for-profit or behind-the-scenes fields.

8 Number eight is a good number for corporations or any business that is large scale. One should not use the 8 in business
names if it has brought unlucky circumstances to the owner of the business. Otherwise it can be a lucky number for making a
lot of money, progress or achieving fame in some area.

9 Number nine is a fiery active number, therefore it is good for any business that focuses on output and activity. Decisions
should be made with patience and foresight. It is a great number for a sole proprietorship, martial arts or any kind of exercise
business, and even romance or dating services. A fortunate number to have at your back.

COMPOUND NUMBER MEANINGS:

The compound numbers 10-52 are the higher vibrations of the single numbers, and also have specific meanings of their
own. Compound numbers show the workings of fate, or outside forces that control the destiny of a particular business. This
influence is not always apparent or expected. These compound numbers are prognosticators of future events. The meanings
herein have to do with individuals, but can be substituted for the life of a business. For longer explanations of each number’s
meaning, see my book “5 Numbers of Destiny”.

10 The number ten is lucky if you have good intentions, meaning you don’t create more negative karma by unethical
practices or goals.

11 The eleven is not a lucky number, unless it is accompanied by more numbers in the “2” series. It is a number to be careful
what you say, or being held accountable for your opinions.

12 The twelve is symbolized by plans getting sacrificed for the interests of others, or unexpected sacrifices asked of the
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individual, at some point, in payment for karma (either past or created).

13 This is a fortunate number, as long as it is not combined with the 15, eights, or in some cases other fours, the 12 and
nines.

14 The number 14 reduces to a “5”, and is therefore lucky, because it is compatible with all numbers. There are warnings
with this number to be considered in terms of weather-related catastrophes, and poor judgments of others. Excellent for
anything related to the fields of communication.

15 This number is fortunate for obtaining help and assistance, as long as it is not combined with any single or compound
fours or eights.

16 Sixteen can be lucky, if combined with other numbers in the “7” series. Otherwise it is a number of rise and fall, and
possible destruction or ruin at some point in the future.

17 Seventeen is a lucky number of one’s name being remembered after death, or leaving a legacy, as long as fours and
eights are not shown to bring bad luck to the individual. It can be a number of monetary and/or worldly success.

18 Eighteen is a lucky number, because of its root number “9”. The negative qualities of the nine can manifest, such as
violence, bloodshed, anger, betrayal, enemies etc., if this number is combined with fours, eights, or other problems with
harmonies between the Day Number and Total Name Number. Also, this number being repeated can also lend to a tragic
quality, as well.

19 Nineteen is a lucky number of general overall success.
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20 Twenty can be lucky, if combined with other numbers in the “2” series. Otherwise, it carries warnings of hardships,
especially if combined with eights.

21 Twenty-one is a number of eventual success after hard work.

22 Twenty-two can be lucky, if combined with numbers in its four series, or can be a number of naivety and becoming the
victim of others.

23 Twenty-three is a highly fortunate number.

24 This number is a number of support and success, especially in the realms of romance and relationships.

25 Twenty-five is a lucky number.

26 Twenty-six warns of partnerships and the future. Not a lucky number, but in some cases, it can bring money that comes
with a price.

27 Twenty-seven is a very fortunate number, as long as the individual acts within their own judgement and advice.

28 Not a lucky number when connected to future plans, unless this number is accompanied by several numbers in its own
“one” series.

29 Twenty-nine warns of betrayals and bad luck, unless accompanied by several numbers of its own “two” series.
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30 Thirty is a powerful number, as the future of the individual lies in his/her own hands.

31 Thirty-one is a number of isolation, and is not overly fortunate in worldly terms.

After 31, we have surpassed possible numbers related to the Launch Day Number. Beyond this point are special lessons and some
repetitions of earlier numbers. Number 32 symbolizes “The Paths of Wisdom”. This signals the next set of numbers, representing

opportunities to overcome the challenges of earlier numbers, and particular karma (as 32-through 52 will only be found
connected to the name or Hidden Number). These are played out in this life, balancing out old karma, or creating new.

32 Thirty-two is a fortunate number, especially for anything relating to groups. The individual should follow his own counsel,
and thoroughly question any input from others.

33 Has the same karma as 24.

34 Has the same karma as 25.

35 Has the same karma as 26.

36 Thirty-six has the same karma as “27”. It is a number of mastery.

37 Thirty-seven is a number representing happy relationships and associations. It is a lucky number.

38 Has the same karma as 29.
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39 Has the same karma as 30.

40 Has the same karma as 31.

41 Has the same karma as 32.

42 Has the same karma as 24.

43 Forty-three is not a fortunate number. It symbolizes defeats and failures.

44 Has the same karma as 26.

45 Has the same karma as 27.

46 Has the same karma as 37.

47 Has the same karma as 29.

48 Has the same karma as 30.

49 Has the same karma as 31.
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50 Has the same karma as 32.

51 Fifty-one is a combination of success with a venture, but warnings of enemies, whether hidden or in plain sight.
.
52 Has the same karma as 43.
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For Readings & Classes: Anmarie can be found on Patreon.com/anmarieuber

For a live video of me calculating the numbers for baby names, business names, book titles and
more, go to this link:

http://anmarieuber.us6.list-manage1.com/subscribe?u=2ed77f2d2bf9dc543d680527b&id=54de53fc1e

For More Detailed Meanings of the numbers, and changing your own personal Numbers, See My
Book...
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Available in Print and ebook:
http://www.amazon.com/Numbers-Destiny-Ancient-Chaldean-Numerology/dp/0997472235/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UT
F8&qid=1464282130&sr=8-1&keywords=5+numbers+of+destiny
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